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ABSTRACT
Computeized speuh rat be iwarparated

nto prolicincyorinted lnngwge idtflctil'tL
Ttu rnrst suitobhfmn is nnt abe sJnthesis
or liwar fieAiatue etd.ing, but rathet diect
digitization. This artble discusses speeeh
d,igitizatiin uith the Victn 9000 nmputd,
h.I'ning rccording ?rou ms, prqramning
techniques, and peda4olnaL tuategics and.
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T anguage reading in rhe 1980s has
lbeen invigorarcd by rhe promise of
C-{LI and by the insisrenc€ on pmcrical
proficiency as the basis for t€aching and
testing. There has been some muiual
enrichment between the two pursuirs,
disparaG drcugh they may seem initially.
CoDputer'assisted tesring of reading
and listening proficiency has been
discussed by Wyart (1984). Kossuth
(1984) has described inr€ractive, con.
textual ex€rcise of lower.lev€l wriring
skills with acerman verslon of ELIZA.
Quite different but equally appealing
is some commercial sofrware, such as
that which now accompa.nies AILot t)r
and Puntas de Partida. Reviewers lik€
Hirsch (1985) are also helping ro guide
cr€atols of software away from the all-
too.tempting concentxarion on mechaD-
ical vocabulary and forD drills.

There remains. of course, a troubling
discrepancy between common CAII
facilities and the ideals ofproficiency-
oriented teaching and resting. To pur
the matter more positively, we face a
major cyb€rn€tic, technological, and
pedagogical chaleng€. In the customary
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CALI environmem, rhe srudent views a
computer screen and r€sponds rhrough
a keyboard; the studem r€ads and wrires,
but does not need to hear or tatk. How-
if at all-can and should compurers
be used to encourage, exercise, and
evaluate profici€ncy in lisrening and
speaking? Wlile rhe spoken language
has been the chieffocus ofproficiency
advocates, it remains by far rhe mosr
refractory area of CAII developmenr.

Some admirable work has been done.
Audio and video cass€ue.players inter.
facing with compurers is indeed possi.
ble. and might well aid in reinforcing
and testing cetain fearures of language
proficiency. But the sequential storage
inherent in tape recording introduces
unacceptable delays when pedagogical
considerations dictare playback in some
otherorder. Mor€over, ithas not been
possible, at least until recendyj to access
short segments of linguisti€ marerial
with the precision and rhe facility for
analysis and interactive response which
are taken for granted in programs rhar
display on screen the printed language.r

Voice.recognition equipmem is also
available now. Compurers wirh appro.
priate peripherals can be used in '!oice.
ba5ed leaming systems ' as, so ro speak,
voice coaches that examine and correct
pronunciation (Baker 1984; Wagers
1984i Wohlert 1984). But since the
sound manipularion is limit€d to afew
short, discrete uuerances, such faciliries
still do nor sarisfy the insisrence on
realistic, contextual language which, for
advocates of proficiency, is paramount.

Voice synthesizers, now becorning
readily available and often toured as
spectacular enhancements, are presendy
a disappointmenr and are likely to
remain so, at least for many years ro
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come. Synthetic speech which is but
"reasonably undentandable" (Neudecker
1985, 144), though thar is a wondrous
feat of comput€rization, simplywill nor
do for langnage instrucrion.

To better undersrand what we mighr
dream of in CAII materials for rhe
modalities of listening and sp€aking we
need only conremplare three popular
models of interaction be$reen leguage
learners and language t€achers or
testers: Krachen's heipful i + l"con.
versant, the ILRJACTFL/ITS oral pro-
ficiency interview, ar\d, rhe ELIZA
program in its various CAII versions
(Kossuth 1984; Kramsch 1985). The
three share several fearures whose
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